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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERNDISTRICT OFNEW YORK 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, : 

plaintiff, SC'F CASZ 
Civil Action No. 

CITIGROUP GLOBAL,MARKETS, INC. 

Defendant. : 
-

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission ("C 

following against Defendant Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (Tit i"  or "Defendant"): 

NATURE OFTHE ACTION 

1. This is a case in which the Defendant misled tens of thousands of its customers 

regarding the fundamental nature and increasing risks associated with auction rate 

securities W S " )  that Citi underwrote, marketed and sold. Through its financial 

advisers ("FAs"), sales personnel, and marketing materials,Citi misrepresent4 to 

customasthat ARS were safe, highly liquid investmentscomparableto money market 

instruments. As a result, numerous customers invested in ARS h d s  they needed to have 

available on a short-term basis. 

2. Citi historicallyhad committedit own capital to support ARS auctions for which 

it served as the lead manager so that those auctions did not fail. During the fall of 2007, 

the credit crisis and deterioratingmarket conditions caused Citi to have to support its 

auctions to a greater extent. Citi knew the ARS market was deteriorating and Citi's 



inventory of ARS was significantlyincreasing. Accordingly, Citi knew the risk of failed 

auctions had materially increased. Citi knew these material factsbut did not discloseto 

its customerstimely, complete,and accurate informationabout than. 

3. In mid-February2008, Citi decidedto stop supporting the auctions. OnFebruary 

11,2008, Citi stopped supportingits student loan ARS auctions, and those auctions 

failed. On February 12,2008, Citi stopped supportingits auctions for other ARSwith 

low maximum rate resets, and those auctions failed. As a result offailed auctions,tens of 

thousand of Citi customers held approximately$45 billion of illiquid ARS, instead ofthe 

liquid short-term invatments Citi had represented ARS to be. 

4. By engaging in the conduct describedin the Complaint, the Defendant violated 

Section 1 5(c) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 CExchangeAct") [15 U.S.C. 

$78o(c)]. Accordiigiy, the Commissionseeks: (a) entry of a permanent injunction 

prohibiting the Defendant &om further violations of the relevant provision of the 

Exchange Act; @) the imposition of a civil penalty against the Defendant; and (c)any 

other relief this Court deems necessary and appropriateunder the circumstances. 

JuRlSDICTlON AND VENUE 

5. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Sections21(d)(t ); 21(e), 

21(f), and 27 of the Exchange Act 115 U.S.C. $8 78u(d)(l), 78u(e), 78u(f), and 7 8 4 .  

6.  Citi, directly or indirectly, used the mails and means and instsumentalitiesof 

interstate commerce in connection with the acts, practices, and courses of business 

alleged herein. 



7. Venue is appropriatein this District pursuant to Section 27 of the Exchange Act 

because Citi is found, has its headquarters and principal executiveoffices, and transacts 

business in this District. 

DEFENDANT 

8. Citigroup Global Markets Inc.,a wholly-owned brokerage and securities 

subsidiary of Citigrouphc.,is incorporatedand has its headquarters, principal executive 

offices, and short-term tradmg desk in New York, New York. Citigroup Global Markets 

is registered with the Commission as a brokerdealer. Among other services,Citi 

provided underwriting services for issuers of ARS and marketed ARS to retail and other 

customers locatedthroughout the United States. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 


Description OfARS 


9. ARS are bonds issued by municipalities, student loan mtities,and corporations, or 

preferred stock issued by closed-endmutual funds, with interest rates or dividend yields 

that are periodically reset through frequent auctions, typically every seven, fourteen, 

twenty-eight or thirty-five days. ARS are usually issued with maturities of thirty years, 

but the maturities can range fiom five years to perpetuity. 

10. The issuer of each ARS selects one or more brokerdders to underwrite the 

offering andlor manage the auction prows. I f  the issuer selects more than one broker-

dealer, then the issuer designatesone of the brokerdders as the lead brokerdealer, 

which is primarily responsible for managing the auction process. Customers canonly 

submit orders for that ARS through the selectedbrokerdealers. 



1I. Each participatingbrokerdealer acwpts orders b r n  its customers, aswell as 

from non-participatingbroker-dealers, and then submits the orders to the auction agent, 

which runsthe auction. Customersbid the lowest interest rate or dividend they are 

willing to accept. The auction clears at the lowest rate bid that is sufficient to cover all of 

the securities for saIe, and that rate applies to a l l  of the securities inthe auctionuntil the 

next auction. If there are not emu& bids to cover the securities for sale, then the auction 

fails. If an auction fails,then the issuer pays a maximum rate, which either is a pre-

determined flat rate or a rate set by a predetermined formula described in the disclosure 

documents. The maximum rate may be higheror lower than the prior auction rates or the 

rates available on similar s d t i e s  of similar credit quality and duration in the market 

place. 

Citi's Role InThe ARS Market 

12. Citi marketed ARS to public and private issuers as an attractive way to obtain 

h c i n g .  ARS are long-term obligationsthat re-price frequently using short-term 

interest rates,which typically are lower than long-term rates. 

13. Citi marketedARS to customers as an investment that offered "[clompetitive 

short-term interest rates compared with other money market instruments." 

f 4. For certainARS, Citi was the sole or lead brokerdealer. Citi's practice, as was 

the practice of other brokerdealers participating in the ARS market, was to submit cover 

or support bids in all auctions for which it was the lead brokerdealer so that the auctions 

-would not fail. 

15. If Citi's cover bid was "hit,"then Citi would purchase for its inventory the 

amount of A R S  necessary to prevent a failed auction. Citi tried to seH the inventory in 



the secondarymarket between auctions and submitted sell orders for any ARS it stilI held 

at the next auction. 

16. Citi r e v e d  a fee h m  A R S  issuers for underwritingthe ARS offering. Citi also 

rewived an annual fee h m  ARS issuers for remarketing the ARS. For ARS that it 

placed with customersor held in inventory,Citi received higher fem than for other short-

term instruments. 

Citi Marketed ARS As Money Market Alternatives 

17. Through its FAs and sales personnel, Citi marketed A R S  to its customers as 

money market alternatives and liquid investments that could be liquidated at the 

customer's demand on the next auction date. As a result, some customers invested in 

ARS funds that they might need for short-term requirements, such as for a down payment 

on a house, medical expenses, college tuition, or taxes. In many cases, Citi did not 

adequately advise these and other customers that, under certaincircumstances, any funds 

invested in A R S  could become illiquid, possibly for long periods. 

18. Monthly m u n t  statements sent to Citi customers listed certain types ofARS 

under the heading"money market and auction instruments." These characterizations 

couldhave caused customers who received such statementstoreasonably believe that the 

safety and liquidity featuresof their ARS investmentswere similar to those of other 

money market instruments. 

19. Citi's associationofARS with money market alternativeswas misleadingbecause 

of the illiquidity risksassociated with ARS. 





liquidity risk, to a significantdegree, dependsd upon Citi's discretion to bid to support 

auctions. 

24. Moreover, Citi did not take adequate steps to adequately ensurethat its FAs and 

sales personnel were aware of Citi's practices andprocedures andlor aware that auctions 

could fail and render the ARS illiquid. At least some FAs and sales personnel did not 

know this information, and,consequently,did not provide this informationto customers. 

As a result, many Citi cwtomers indiatsd that they understood from their FAs that ARS 

were short-term, Iiquid instruments tomanage their cash. 

Citi Knew Or Was Reckless In Not Knowhi That Its FAs And Sales 
Personnel Marketed ARS To Customers AsMonev Market Alternatives And 
Did Not AdequmttelvDisclose The Risks Associated With These Securities 

25. Citi was aware that its PAS and sales personnel marketed ARS to customm as 

liquid investments and money market alternatives. 

26. InAugust 2007, when concerns about ARS were heightened at Citi, internal 

documents provided to senior management discussed the implications if Citi were to stop 

supporting auctions. The documents stated, "Investorsand issuers might believe that 

there is implied liquidityprovided by Citi because we have marketed the fact that we 

have never had a failed auction as lead manager in twenty years," and also identified the 

risk of lawsuits. Short-Term Trading management also discussed the implications in a 

separate document: "Implied liquidity:bankers, saiespeopleand trades have implied the 

conmpt of liquidity provided by Citi for investors and issuers for over 20 years," The 

document also identified "a risk of lawsuits initiated by thousands of retail investors, high 

net worth clients and institutional clients because Auction Rate Securities (ARS) have 



been Marketedas 'money market alternatives' and 'liquid investments' for 20 years. The 

hundreds of ARS issuers may also seek litigation against Citi." 

27. Seniormanagers received an internal presentation, dated November 1,2007, that 

stated, "Investorspurchase ARS as a high-yieldingmoney d e t  alternativeto CP 

[commercial paper] and CD's." 

28. Moreover, Citi was aware that at least some customers in ARS were 

unsophisticatedinvestors. 

29. Citi dso was aware that many of its customers did not understand the liquidity 

risks associated with ARS, including that ARS are long term &ties without assured 

liquidityother than through the auction process. 

Citi Faiied ToDisclose That, Bv Late 2007, 
Citi's Abilitv To Support Auctions Was Xm~aired 

30, Prior to February 2008, Citi had supported its ARS auctions, and, consequently, 

had never had a failed auction since it began marketing ARS in the 1980s. 

3 1. Historically, Citi's inventory from supporting auctions ranged h m  

approximately$1 to $2 billion, and this amount of ARS inventory was within the balance 

sheet limit that Citi had set as the amount of capital resources that Short-Term Trading 

mulduse to purchase the ARS necessary to prevent failed auctions. Accordingly, Citi 

historically was willing and able to support its ARS auctions. That situation began to be 

stressed in August 2007. 

32. By August of 2007,the credit crisis had created significant balance sheet stress 

for Citi, as well as for other financial services firms. This balance sheet stress affected 

Citi's ability to purchase additional assets, including ARS, because Citi would have had 

to use its capital resources for the purchase. At the same time, the ARS market was 



deteriorating. In mid-August, an internal email stated that "thereare definitely cracks 

forming in the market. Inventories are starting to creep higher in the market anand failed 

auction frequency is at an a11time high." 

33. Beginning in August 2007,as Citi increasingly had to purchase ARS inventory to 

prevent failed auctions, the dollar amount of Citi's ARS inventory reached the internal 

balance sheet limit that Citi had set for its ARS inventory. 

34. Short-TermTrading management, and the heads ofbanking units that underwrite 

A R S ,  realized that without an increaseto the inventory limit set for ARS,Citi could not 

purchase the ARS necessaryto continue to support the auctions and auctions would fail. 

Consequently,on August t6,2007, Short-Term Trading management emailed senior 

management, "Weneed to discuss the current state of the auction rate market, our 

commitment to the auctions, its impact on our balance sheet and the effect of our actions 

on our clients...ouractions will have broad-reachingimplications to all of our 

constituents, the market, and our hchise ."  

35. On August 19,2007, Short-Term Trading management outlined the ramifications 

if Citi allowed widespread fded  auctions,including the "implied liquidity"and riskof 

lawsuits by customers who had been marketed ARS as "money market alternatives"and 

"liquid investments"for 20 years," discussed previously. These general points were 

included in a documentprovided tomore senior managers the next day. 

36. The balance sheet limit for A R S  ultimately was increased, and Citi continued to 

support auctions, The balance sheet limit had to be increased additional times throughout 

the fall of 2007 and beginning of 2008 to accommodate Citi's ARS inventory as it 



in& h m  approximately$4 billion to more than $10 biIlion in February 2008 when 

Citi stopped supportingauctions. 

37. As earIy as August 2007, Citi recognized that the amount of available ARS 

exceeded the demand, but Citi continuedto increase the amount of ARS that Citi 

undmwrote and marketed, thereby contributing to the inventory and balance sheet 

problems that threatened its ability to continuesupporting auctions. For instance, Citi 

still explored opportunitie to M e  over ARS from otherbroker-dealers as those broker-

deaters struggled in the deterioratingmarket. Citi investment bankers also wanted to 

continuebringing new ARS to market, to earn fees and to maintaintheir position vis-A-

vis bankers at other broker-dealers, dapite the need to control the supply and inventory 

of ARS. Not until early November 2007 did Citi finally curtail new ARS issuances for 

the year. 

38. As the fall of 2007 passed and the likelihood of failed auctions significantly 

i n w e d ,  Citi did not provide current, complete, and accurate information to its 

customers to make them aware ofthis increased risk. 

39. Citi knew that its ARS weremarketed to institutional and retail customers, and 

that retail customerparkipationwas essentiai to the success of the ARS market. Citi 

also knew or was reckless in not knowing that its 1 - 6 1  customers expected liquidity on 

demand and that Citi-managedauctions historically had provided that liquidity. As Citi's 

ARS inventory grew in late 2007,diminishing Citi's ability to continue providing 

liquidity, Citi failed to ensurethat new or existing customers were advised ofthese risks 

associated with buying or holding ARS. 



Citi Increased Its Efforts ToSell Its G r o w b  Inventow 

As It Continued ToTrv To Su~portARSAuctions 


40. As Citi's ARS inventoxy grew, Citi increased its efforts to sell the inventory. 

41, For example, on Augwt 30,2007,an email to ARS traders stated, "Make sure you 

don't leave any stonesuntumed today. We are currently at our extended limit Hit all 

bids....Tii like these, we need to do whatever is nectssary. Just make sure all hands 

itre on deck and paper is sold." 
I 

42. Although cornmissions for selling ARS were among the highest for short-term 

praducts, in early November 2007, Citiraised its commissionto FAs forseven-day 

municipal ARS h m  twenty to twenty-five basis points. Although this increase impacted 

approximately25% of the ARS auctioned through Citi, these ARS were primarily 

purchased by retail customers. The ernail to FAs alertingthem ofthe increasestated, 

"The risks for dl ARS remain the same-" In contrast, an internal memorandumexplained 

that the increased commissionswere to "helpto move increasing inventory while capital 

is sparse,""assist in managing another large year of new issuance distribution," "make(J 

the product more attractive relativeto other options," and "answei[] the call ofbanking 

and management to find additionalmethods to augment distribution." 

43. Citi also took steps to sell its inventoryof ARS to customers by offering discounl 

and otherpromotions. For example, in mid-December, Citi offered certain ARS to 

customers with as much as six days ofinterest free. The offer meant that customers did 

not have to pay for the inventory until six days after the auction but received the h e s t  

on the ARS as if the customem had held tfie ARS for the entire period. Citi lost money 

on ARS after two days of free interest, 



44. Inearly January,Citi raised some of the fees for other brokerdealers that sell 

Citi's A R S :  subordinate ARS increased h m  tea to twenty basis points, and all other 

auction products, excluding sevendaymunicipal debt, increased h m  ten to fifteen bps. 

45. Even during the days leading up to when Citiallowed auctions to fail, Citi still 

was trying to sell inventory. An email instructed A R S  traders and others to "sell anything 

you can" and "if there is an opportunity to reduce our hok, then we have to hit it 

ASAP." 

Citi Failed ToDisclose ToCustomers That CertainARS Had LowMagimum 
Rate Resets And That it Was support in^ ARSThat Were Not "Viablen 
Structures In The Deterioratin~ Market 

46. When Citi discussed the possibilityof failed auctions, Citi often stated that ARS 

have high, above market, maximum rate resets if an auction failed b compensate the 

holder for the lack of liquidity and to create incentives for the issuer to restructure the 

ARS, thereby providing liquidity to the holder. Citi failed to disclose that, at least under 

market conditions at that time, certain ARS had low, below market, maximum rateresets. 

47. Certain types of ARS, such as certainclasses of municipal ARS,did have fixed 

maximum rateresets as high as fifteen or twentypacent, and, thus, we11 above market 

rates for instrumentsof similar credit quality and duration. In contrast, however, other 

ARS, such as Student loan ARS (which Citi generally did not sell to retail customers) and 

preferred A M  issud by closed-end funds (which Citi sold to institutional and retail 

customers), had formulaic maximum rate resets that were determined by referenceto 

certain market indices. At least since August 2007, these market indices were generally 

low, so the formulas for certain ARS resulted in reset rates lower than the rates set in 



auctions, and, thus, a rate below market rates for instruments ofsimilar credit quality and 

duration. 

48. For example, in a presentation in the fallof 2007 specifically on student loan 

ARS, most of which had low formulaic maximum rate resets, Citi stated that"the failed 

auctionrate is intended to be a punitive Ievel for the issuer and to compensate the 

customer for the lack of liquidity in the auction." 

49. As early asAugust 2007, Citi knew that student loan A R S ,  which had low 

maximum rate resets, comprised a significant amount of its inventory. 

50. During the fall of 2007, Citi increasinglybecame aware that ARS with low 

maximum rate resets werenot 4'vi&le" instruments in the market conditions at that time 

because if an auction failed, a holder ofthese A R S  would receive a below-market rate, 

&er than an above-marketrate to compensatethe holder for the illiquidity. T h w  AlRS 

contributed to Citi's increasing inventory and balance sheet stress. 

5 1. By early December 2007, Citi was aware that certain customers were beginning to 

distinguishbetween whether the ARS had a low or high maximum rate reset. Citi began 

to track its inventory based upon the type of rate reset. 

52. In late December 2007, senior Citi management was provided with a draRplan in 

the event of failed auctions that stated: 

[ijfwe are f o r d  to fail on a specific asset type of auction rate securities,we 
would try to differentiate between the program structures that failed because max 
rateswere set too low and all other program structures which can support high 
max rates. It would be critical to articulate the differencesbetween viable 
stsuctures and structures that have failed. 



Thus, "[a]ssuming sufficient balance sheet, Citi will support above market, fixed 

maximum rates...remainder of market with formulaic maximumrateswill not be, 

supported and will fail," 

53. OnFebruary 1,2008, a research analyst at Citi issued a research report about 

"Bond Insurers Impact on the Muni Market." The research report stated: 

Those [preferredARS] with a medium or high penalty rate, those with strong 
underlying ratings, and those insured or reinsured by a strong insurer should be 
easily remarketable. Indeed, the'bad news' of fail in these casts is o f k t  by a 
very attractive interest rate until a successfulauction is held. There are a smaller 
number of issues with a low reset rate, Even here, many of the issues are either 
backed by a strong issuer, guaranteedby a strong issuer, or in the process of king 
wrapped by a strong guarantor. 

While thereare likely to be some more failed auctions, in our view, ultimately the 
outcome for investors should be favorable. Issuers and investmentbankers have a 
strong incentive to make whole, and th is  can be done in the limitd number of 
problem situation by a restnlcturhg or a 'wrap' by a stsong insurer. 

54. In contrast to Citi's marketing materials, this research report recognized that 

certainARS had a low maximum rate reset, but the report underestimatedthe number of 

ARS issues that had low rate resets, the likelihood of widespread and prolonged failures, 

and the impact to the holdas if these A R S  failed. 

Citi Knew That Auction Failures In One Sement 

Of The ARS Market Midat Trieeer A Chain Readon 

Across AM Se~menbOf The ARS Market 


55. As early as August 2007,Citi knew that fails at other brokerdealers were 

impacting the ARS market, including ARS at other broker-dealers and different types of 

ARS. 
56. Similarly, in December 2007, an internal document provided to senior 

management stated that "ifone segment of the ARS market experiences fails, there is a 

high probability that investors will lose confidence in all sectors and asset types funded in 



the ARS market," The documents also listed "[c]ompetingbrokerdealers failing on 

auctions"asone ofa number of events that could force Citi to fail auctions. 

Citi Knew The Risk Of Failed Auctions: 
Had Materiallv Increased Durine The Fall Of 2007 

57. A November 1,2007 i n t d  email hrnShort-Tm Trading management 

expressedconcerns about "monolinesand growing illiquidity in theARS market." Short-

Term Tradingmanagementhad reviewed "Citi's liquidity commitment to the short-term 

taxexempt market,"and stated, "A change in the outlook or a downgrade on any 

monoline from one of the rating agencieswodd hurtliquidity in the ARS market...Even 

apart h m  the potentid ofa monofine downgrade, the A R S  market is subject to a 

potential liquidity crisis." They stated, "Since the credit crisis hit this summer, the ARS 

market has been under pressure caused by investor risk aversion and other dealers' failed 

auctions...Asa result, liquidity has been thin. Given the difficulty ofmonoiines... we 

are very concerned that a further investor pullback could increasethe risk ofwid~pread 

failed auctions." 

58. By the beginningofDecember 2007, Short-Tm Trading management 

communicationsdiscussed various scenarios under which auctions might fail. In 

addition, RiskManagement was conducting scenario anrtlyses to evaluate the impact of 

failed auctions. 

59. A December 7,2007email stated that senior Citi officials "don'thave much of a 

problem ofletting them [ARSJgo if times get much tougher." 

60. OnDecember 15,2007, internal emails discussed subordinatestudent loans, 

which were a significant portion of Citi's inventory, and Citi potentidlyallowing those 

auctions to fail when certain maximum loss or balance sheet limits were reached. One 



email stated, "Of mumif they [the subs] go, everythingwill probably go as well, There 

may be an outside chance of thesubs failing and talking the market into it being a 

specificcredit issue like what has already happened with the CDO paper." Citi was 

aware that if certain auctions failed, other auctions also likely would fail unless invmtom 

wdd be convinced that the fails related to credit risks with certain ARS, which is what 

happened when certain ARS backed by CDO's failed in August 2007. 

61. Inmid-December, senior management had fbrther discussions about the 

ramifications if Citi stopped supporting auctions. The handout for one such discussion 

stated,"If it survivesat all, the A M  market will be much smaller in the fbture and will be 

primarily tax-exempt issuers." By December24,2007, an internal Citi document 

providsd to senior management about the A R S  market discussed Citi's current goals and 

objectives aid its plan in the event offailed auctions. 

62. Citi's plan in the event of failed auctions stated: 

A specific asset class in the ARS market may become so stressed that Citi may 
decide to no longer support that asset class,causing failed auctions. Should this 
occur, Citi will continue to attempt to support the programs that are viable. 
However, if a specific ARS asset class experience fails, there isahigh probability 
that investors will lose confidence in a11sectors and asset types funded in the ARS 
market. 

63. According to the plan, "[o]n the day that auctions begin to fail, we would 

immediately alert the market through Citi's public relations." Thepublic statement 

would state that "[u]ntil conditions improve, these 'failed auctions' will most likely 

continue to occur." 

64. In the cover mail to the December 24,2007 document, a senior official stated 

that a failed auction at Citi "seems like an unavoidable eventuality." 



If Customers Knew About the Increased Liauiditv Risk 

Manv Likely Would Sell Their ARS 


65. Citi was aware from recent events that liquidity issues in the ARS market tended 

to increase customers' sales of ARS. 

66. In 2004, customer interest in ARS diminishedduringthe Commission's 

investigation into broker-dealers' practice in connectionwith ARS securities. Similarly, 

in 2005, many public companies sold their ARSafter accountingguidance was issued 

relating to the classificationof ARS in thebooks and records of a public company as a 

"cashequivalent." The guidance indicated that this classificationlikely was not 

appropriate inmany circumstancesbecause the securities did not have guaranteed 

liquidity, and that companies may need to reclassify such securities as long-term 

investments because thae instruments typically had long-term maturities. En both market 

events, Citi had to increase its support of ARS until the dislocation subsided. 

67. As early as August 2007, Citi documents discussed i t .support of ARS, including 

its support of ARS during these other crises. 

68, Thus, in late 2007and early 2008, Citi was aware that if it disclosed to FAs and 

customers, or if customers learned of, the increased liquidity risk, many of these 

customas likely would bave sold their ARS. Accordingly, on an ongoing basis, Citi 

noted the awareness FAs and retail customers had about ARS and the market. 

Final Events lead in^ UaToCiti's DecisionToAllow AuctionsToFail 

69. On February 7,2008,another broker-dealer was the first bmkerdeda to allow 

multiple ARS auctions to fail. A Citi ARS trader provided the following market color, 

"Panic is now clearly evident with both .retailand institutional customers. Pricing is very 

erratic as dealers sttternpt to find a new buying base for AM." 



70. That weekend, Citi assessed whether it would cuntinue supporting the ARS 

market. On February 9,2008, a senior Citi official emailed other seniorofficials: 

I believe that we should allow market dynamics to deiennine the pricing and 
successlfailure of these auctions [student Ioansf. If we do so, I'd expect them to 
fail. There's another factor we need to consider1 We're beginning to hear from 
investors that they're taking dealers like GS,ZRh, and JPM offof their "approved" 
list (due to their allowing auctions to fail) and will begin to migrate money into 
our auctions. We do not want to indirectly encourage this inflow. This is a 
market problem and we don't want to imply that we're somehow immune from 
this situation. Allowing fails (if indeed they will) in Monday's student loan 
auctions will help highlight this 

Another seniorofficial replied: 

I agree. It'stime to let the market itself try to correct the supplyIdemand 
imbalances we are experiencing. Given that we don't want to encourage inv-
to migrate to our auctionson the presumption that ours are not at risk offhilure, 
wemay want to think about releasing our statement Monday morning. 

71. On February 11,2008, Citi stopped supporting its student loan ARS, and all of 

those auctions faiIed. On February 12,2008, Citi stopped supporting ARS with low, 

fornulaic maximum rates, and all ofthose auctions failed. Thereafter, Citi allowed other 

Citi-managed auctions to fail. 

72, Citi's failed auctions, and the resultingmarket freeze, left customers holding 

billions ofdollars of illiquid ARS, and many of those customers still hold those illiquid 

securities. 

CLAIM FOR =LIEF 

[Violationof Section 15(c) of the Exchange Act]. 

73. Paragraphs 1 - 72 are realleged and incorporated by reference as if set forth fully 

herein. 

74. The Defendant made use of the mails or means or instrumentalitiesof intersiate 

commerce to effect transactions in, or to induce or attempt to induce the purchase or sale 



-of,securities: (a) by means of a manipulative, deceptive, or other huduimt device or 

qntrivance, and (b) in connection with which Defendant engaged in a frauddent, 

deceptive, or manipulativeact or pmtice. 

75. By engaging in the foregoingconduct, the Defendant violated Section 15(c) of the 

Exchange Act El5 U.S.C.§78~(c)]. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, the Commissionrespectfullyrequeststhat this Court: 

A. Permanentlyenjoin the Defendant and its respective agents, savants,  

employees, attorneys, assignsand all those persons inaclive concert or participation with 

it who receive actual notice ofthe injunctionby personal service or otherwise, &m 

directly or indirectly engaging in violations of Section 15(c) of the Exchange Act [I 5 

U.S.C. §780(c)j; 

B Order the Defendant to pay civil monetary penalties pursuant to Section 

21(d)(3) of the Exchange Act [I5 U.S.C. §78u(d)(3)]; and 

C. Grant such other and further relief as this Court deems necessary and 

appropriateunder the circumstances. 
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